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Fridrich's website offered a vast wealth of information for those entering the sport, including a full description of CFOP with complete lists of algorithms. There are 57 nontrivial cases, and therefore 57 algorithms to learn for this step Those new to OLL break up the step into two. There is no set time for when this should happen, but usually people
approach this around sub-30 second averages. Is by far the most researched method - As CFOP is the most widely used method and has been for many years, there has been far more research done on CFOP than any other method, which means more resources, a larger variety of algorithms to choose from, and more community members to assist and
give advice. I have chosen these ones because they heavily use three different triggers, which I feel allows for easier memorisation. Origin and Naming Dispute Jessica Fridrich is often erroneously credited as the sole inventor of CFOP. Although this may be the case, CFOP is still the most popular choice for the 3x3x3 stage on big cubes as the
planning and execution of a Roux or ZZ solve is typically more difficult than doing CFOP. In reality, many developments were made in the early '80s by other cubers who have contributed to the method in its current form. Difficulty of Cross - Planning the cross during inspection can take a while to master. OLL (Orientation of the Last Layer) In this
step, the goal is to make the top face one color. The goal of this step is to fill in these slots with the right pieces to solve the first two layers at the same time. Although the cross and F2L are solved intuitively, they are more straightforward than the blockbuilding with Roux or the edge orientation and blockbuilding with ZZ. Previously in the 2000s it
was also popular to solve on a different face, for example Cross on left. F2L is not that hard to understand at first, but practicing it is where most of your time investment will be. All world records for the 3x3 Rubik's Cube since 2003 have been set with CFOP, with the exclusion of Kian Mansour's 9.54 one-handed Ao5 in May 2018. Practice is
absolutely key for speedsolving. However, note that this is a few seconds slower Pros Easy to learn - CFOP is widely considered to be the easiest method to learn, as it transitions easily from beginner's methods. R U R' F' U' F U R U' R' U' F' U F (U' R U') (R' U R) U R' (U F' U) (F U' F') U' F (U' R U) (R' U R) U R' (U F' U') (F U' F') U' F d (R' U2 R)
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(R U R' U') (R U2 R') (R U R' U') (R U' R') U d (R' U' R) (R U' R') d (R' U' R U') (R' U' R) (R U' R' d R' U2 R) (U R' U2 R) OLL The OLL algorithms here are numbered using the accepted order found on the speedsolving.com wiki (and elsewhere online), so you can always find an alternative to a specific algorithm should you wish. Cons Algorithms - CFOP
with 4 Look last layer makes a total of 16 algorithms (10 2-look OLL algs and 6 2-look PLL algs). Beginner PLL (2-look PLL) has 2 steps: Solve the corners (2 algorithms) Solve the edges (4 algorithms) The corner algorithms are long, but very similar to each other. Cross, First 2 Layers, Orientation, Permutation (CFOP) is the most popular method for
speedsolving the Rubik's Cube. This video assumes you can already do the cross, and then goes into the fundamentals of making your cross faster, including: solving the cross on the bottom, ignoring the centers, and dealing with specific cases. OLL Orientation of the Last Layer (OLL) solves the top face by applying algorithms. The concepts are
harder than the beginner method, but with practice, F2L is much faster than the beginner method. The edge algorithms are quite short and can be memorized visually. Other algorithms can be memorized by patterns (which is a common technique for memorizing algorithms) shown in the video. The constituent techniques and their original proposers
are as follows: During the resurgence in speedcubing's popularity in the late '90s and early 2000s, there was a general lack of information on the sport. Reliance on Inspection - CFOP relies on the use of inspection time, in order for the cross (and the first pair, depending on how advanced the user is) to be solved quickly. PLL Edges only Corners only
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inserting them together. It is also known as the Fridrich Method after its popularizer, Jessica Fridrich. Good habits are crucial for getting faster, since you don't have much time to think when you solve. In part due to Fridrich's publication of the method on her website in 1995, CFOP has been the most dominant 3x3 speedcubing method since around
2000, with it and its variants used by the vast majority of the top speedcubers such as Feliks Zemdegs, Max Park, Sebastian Weyer, Mats Valk, etc. This greatly reduces the number of cases; 2-look PLL has 6 cases. I have presented them anyway so you can see optimal solutions to all the F2L cases. Intuitive F2L means algorithms are not required, and
the process should make sense. Those new to PLL break up the step into two. This allows them to find better solutions in many cases. Good luck! CFOP (Cross, F2L, OLL, PLL, pronounced C-F-O-P or C-fop) is a 3x3 speedsolving method proposed by several cubers around 1981. As of June 1, 2016, the top four speedsolvers in 3x3 average use the
method, as well as the top fifteen speedsolvers in 3x3 single. Simply learn the three triggers, and you nearly know most of the algorithms already. Memorizing too much at once will make you forget them, so try to avoid overlearning. As a result, many who learned from her website began to call this method the "Fridrich Method." Several high-profile
cubers have long disputed this terminology; Ron van Bruchem, famously, has publicly written that he will never call CFOP the "Fridrich Method." This issue has become well-advertised within the cubing community around the year 2008, likely because of this. Step 3. To organize your progress and train the algorithms, use the 2-look OLL algorithm
trainer. Step 2. Step 1. Doesn't require a large understanding of how the cube works - Due to the lack of blockbuilding or edge orientation needed in CFOP, the method relies more on pattern recognition and algorithms. The term "CFOP" has become more popular since then. Statistically the fastest speedsolving method - Statistically speaking, CFOP
has proven to currently be the fastest method, despite the move count. Move count - CFOP has a slightly higher average movecount than that of ZZ and much higher movecount compared to Roux. F2L If you've read the How to be better at F2L section of my speedcubing guide, you'll know exactly how I feel about relying on this table instead of
intuition. Cross The first step is to make a cross on the bottom face by solving four edge pieces that share one color (white in this example). Virtually all top CFOP solvers nowadays solve the cross on bottom to avoid doing a z2 or x2 cube rotation. It is the method used by all 3x3 world record holders in the last decade. F2L (First Two Layers) In
between the solved cross edges and their corresponding centers are four slots that contains a corner and an edge piece. You can sort this list by shape, trigger, and number order, to facilitate easy finding of a specific situation and memorising of the whole list. Cross You should have already learned about the cross in the Beginner Method. I
recommend learning OLL and PLL first, followed by F2L, and leaving the cross improvements for later. PLL Permutation of the Last Layer (PLL) solves the cube after the top face is completed. When you feel you are ready to move on, you can learn Advanced Cross, Advanced F2L, Full OLL, and Full PLL. While some cubers still insist on the term
"CFOP," Fridrich's contribution to the popularization of the method is undeniable, and many others accept the term "Fridrich Method" as established terminology and a perfectly valid synonym for "CFOP." Steps CFOP can be viewed as an advanced version of a Layer-By-Layer method. I have taken care to choose algorithms that I think are easy to
both memorise and perform, and I have arranged them in an order that I think facilitates learning. Make sure you know how to read move notation to follow the tutorials. It takes the same steps, but combines some of them, solving more of the cube at once. While I have also endeavoured to ensure they are error free, if you do spot any mistakes you
can leave a comment below or send me an email. However, note that this is a few seconds slower PLL (Permutation of the Last Layer) Finally, the cube is solved by permuting the pieces of the last layer, in other words putting them in the correct position. You can save around 20 moves per solve by using F2L instead of the beginner method. It requires
a fair amount of experience, similar to planning the first block with Roux or the EOLine with ZZ. If a person learned one full CFOP alg a day (OLL and PLL), it would take a bit over 2 and a half months to learn all of them. Beginner OLL (2-look OLL) has 2 steps: Orient the edges (3 algorithms) Orient the corners (7 algorithms) Some of these algorithms
were already taught in the beginner method. Expect to be slower at first since it's harder, but over time you will be much faster with F2L compared to the beginner method. F2L Instead of solving layer by layer, you can solve 2 layers at the same time. For the algorithms that don't use these triggers, I have bracketed them to show how I might perform
them in sections. See also Cross F2L OLL/PLL 4LLL CFCE ZZ Roux Permutations of corners only Permutations of edges only Here you will find big long lists of algorithms for the sections of the CFOP method. These are often referred to as permutations or perms, e.g. H-perm or Nb-perm. With the right practice, the cross can easily be done in less
than 5 seconds. This greatly reduces the number of cases; 2-look OLL has 9 cases. Many top solvers are also color neutral, meaning they are able to solve the cross on any color. There are many different situations to recognize, and finding 2 pieces at once is definitely a step up. It's a lot easier to become knowledgeable about algorithms and concepts
than it is to actually become fast at solving the cube. Full CFOP has 57 OLLs and 21 PLLs for a total of 78 algorithms. The completion of this step leaves one with just the last layer, typically placed on top. Advice You should focus on new things to learn, in order to maximize improvement. In instances where there is no inspection time, such as big
cube solves where one must transition between the cube's reduction and 3x3x3 steps, this can be a drawback as the cross has to be done on the fly rather than being planned out. There are 21 nontrivial cases for this step. I know people who know many algorithms and take over 1 minute, as well as people who are sub-30 seconds with the beginner
method because of how much they practice. Step 4. Next Steps Learn good finger tricks to ensure you have high turning speed potential. To organize your progress and train the algorithms, use the 2-look PLL algorithm trainer. Rotations - Unlike Roux or ZZ, CFOP has rotations, which may slow one down. 27(R' U2 R) U (R' U R) 26(R U2 R')
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It will probably take a few days to properly memorize all of the algorithms.
The Gear Cube is a 3-D combination puzzle designed and created by Dutch puzzle maker Oskar van Deventer based on an idea by Bram Cohen. It was initially produced by Shapeways in 2009 and known as "Caution Cube" due to the likelihood of getting one's fingers stuck between the gears while speedcubing.Later, in 2010, it was mass-produced by
Meffert's as the "Gear Cube". May 04, 2022 · ih jk aa lf egm bab ii hic aaab adbd qn jco nnmh is aab upmi ibq pl caa fgb cb dbcc fbe fi wa xn aabb cbdb hq mn wlvd koi gah ok fg ah gbd numa qj kip ae gqc aab bggc ... Speedcubing (also known as speedsolving, or cubing) is a sport involving solving a variety of combination puzzles, the most famous
being the 3x3x3 puzzle or Rubik's Cube, as quickly as possible.For most puzzles, solving involves performing a series of moves that alters a scrambled puzzle into a solved state, in which every face of the puzzle is a single, solid color. Method: CFOP The intermediate bracket is where the majority of speedcubers sit, and can remain in for quite some
time. I view the intermediate stage of cubing as the period of time you spend learning the basic CFOP method until the point at which you’re comfortable with F2L, and know all of the OLL and PLL algorithms. All this works offline and for free! CubeX is the only cubing app you'll ever need. CubeX offers two solving mechanisms. The Fridrich Solver
and The Advanced Solver. Fridrich Solver gives you a layer-by-layer solution. This solver is based on the popular Fridrich Method (or CFOP Method) of solving the Cube. The Gear Cube is a 3-D combination puzzle designed and created by Dutch puzzle maker Oskar van Deventer based on an idea by Bram Cohen. It was initially produced by Shapeways
in 2009 and known as "Caution Cube" due to the likelihood of getting one's fingers stuck between the gears while speedcubing.Later, in 2010, it was mass-produced by Meffert's as the "Gear Cube". All this works offline and for free! CubeX is the only cubing app you'll ever need. CubeX offers two solving mechanisms. The Fridrich Solver and The
Advanced Solver. Fridrich Solver gives you a layer-by-layer solution. This solver is based on the popular Fridrich Method (or CFOP Method) of solving the Cube. Method: CFOP The intermediate bracket is where the majority of speedcubers sit, and can remain in for quite some time. I view the intermediate stage of cubing as the period of time you
spend learning the basic CFOP method until the point at which you’re comfortable with F2L, and know all of the OLL and PLL algorithms. Speedcubing (also known as speedsolving, or cubing) is a sport involving solving a variety of combination puzzles, the most famous being the 3x3x3 puzzle or Rubik's Cube, as quickly as possible.For most puzzles,
solving involves performing a series of moves that alters a scrambled puzzle into a solved state, in which every face of the puzzle is a single, solid color. May 04, 2022 · ih jk aa lf egm bab ii hic aaab adbd qn jco nnmh is aab upmi ibq pl caa fgb cb dbcc fbe fi wa xn aabb cbdb hq mn wlvd koi gah ok fg ah gbd numa qj kip ae gqc aab bggc ...
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